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Impact craters and evolution of planetary surfaces

Impact craters = a fundamental process in the evolution of planetary surfaces.
The lunar regolith

Obs. Sap, Toulouse Clementine Apollo 11

Apollo 11
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Bassin Caloris, Mercure Carte topographique de Mars (MOLA/NASA)

Impact craters = a fundamental process in the evolution of planetary surfaces.
Mercury and Mars

Introduction

Impact craters = a fundamental process in the evolution of 
planetary surfaces.

Venus

Introduction
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Impact craters = a fundamental process in the evolution of planetary surfaces.
The terrestrial record

Introduction

Impact craters = a fundamental process in the evolution of planetary surfaces.
The terrestrial record

Introduction
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Introduction

The study of terrestrial impact structure and the search for new
impact structures: which objectives ? 

Introduction

-Constrain the cratering history (impact flux) on Earth and for the 
solar system

-A contribution to the understanding of physical processes 
occuring during the formation of the solar system (planetary 
growth and accretation, thermal state of proto-planets, Moon 
formation…)

-Impact craters = natural laboratories for the understanding of 
physical processes occurring during the propagation of strong 
shock waves in geological media. 

Give more evidences to the fact that impact cratering 
is a geological process as import as other geological 
processes usually taught in Earth sciences classes !
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Vredefort, South Africa

- Shatter cones
- Pseudotachylitic breccias

The study of terrestrial impact structure and the search for new
impact structures: which objectives ? 

Introduction

Gilf-Kebir Plateau, 
Egypte.

The study of terrestrial impact structure and the search for new
impact structures: which objectives ? 

Introduction
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IMAGE GOOGLE 
EARTH DE LA REGION !

Spot – 4 / CNES.

The study of terrestrial impact structure and the search for new
impact structures: which objectives ? 

Introduction

Shatter cones ou structures ^oliennes ? P.Paillou

The study of terrestrial impact structure and the search for new
impact structures: which objectives ? 

Introduction
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Solid matter in opposition to fluids can resist to stress differences along 
different directions.

=> Two kind of waves : longitudinal and transverse

Wave equation for the longitudinal wave

Longitudinal wave speed :

The longitudinal wave travels at a 
higher speed that the transverse 
wave

2.1 Elastic waves and shock wave propagation in solids.

Elastic waves in solid. A brief review

Wave equation for the transverse wave

Transverse  wave speed :
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Stress tensor of a longitudinal wave propagating along the 
x axis (in the frame of principal stresses):

Stress difference (longitudinal – transverse component) :

Although solids can resist almost arbitrarily large 
compressive stresses, their resistance to stress 
difference is limited. Beyond a yield stress, plastic flow 
begins and little subsequent increase inthe stress 
difference occurs (no fractures, but non-reversible 
deformation !)

Pressure in the solid :

Maximum of the stress difference :

Hugoniot elestac limit :

Plastic yielding and Hugoniot limit

2.1 Elastic waves and shock wave propagation in solids.

Using linear 
elasticity 
equations

Elastic deformation

Fracture (Coulomb criterium) Plastic deformation

2.1 Elastic waves and shock wave propagation in solids.

Plastic yielding and Hugoniot limit
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Plastic yielding and Hugoniot elastic limit
Hugoniot elastic limit for some minerals and rocks

2.1 Elastic waves and shock wave propagation in solids.

2.2 Hugoniot equations.
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Shock = discontinuity

P0: Pressure before the shock 
P: Pressure after the shock
up: particle velocity after the shock
!0: density of the material before the 
shock
!: density of the material after the 
shock
E0: Specific energy before the shock
E: Specific energy after the shock
U: Shock wave propagation.

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

Shock = discontinuity

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

- Mass conservation

- Momentum conservation

- Energy conservation
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Mass conservation

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

-ls: length of the shocked region at the time t
-lu: length of the non-shocked region
-l’s: length of the shocked region at the time t + dt
-l’u: length of the non-shocked region at the time  t + dt

Mass 
conservation

First Hugoniot equation

Momentum conservation

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

-ls: length of the shocked region at the time t
-lu: length of the non-shocked region
-l’s: length of the shocked region at the time t + dt
-l’u: length of the non-shocked region at the time  t + dt

The momentum variation during the time dt is equal to 
the pressure forces:

Use of l’s and l’u
expressions:

Using the first Hugoniot equation:

Second Hugoniot equation:
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Energy conservation

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

-ls: length of the shocked region at the time t
-lu: length of the non-shocked region
-l’s: length of the shocked region at the time t + dt
-l’u: length of the non-shocked region at the time  t + dt

The energy variation during the time dt is equal to the 
work of pressure forces:

Energy = internal energy 
+ kinetic energy
At the time t:

At the time dt:

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

After few simplifications:

Using the first Hugoniot equation:
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2.2 Hugoniot equations.

We want to eliminate U and up to have an 
expression as a function of ! and P only:

Specific volume V = 1/!

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

After few simplications…

Third equation of Hugoniot
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Shock = discontinuity

2.2 Hugoniot equations.

- Mass conservation

- Momentum conservation

- Energy conservation

Structure of the elastic wave, plastic wave and shock wave

Three regimes : 

- Low pressure (Kpa)
Elastic waves propagating at 
the speed CL

-Medium pressure e Gpa
Plastic wave propagating at a 
velocity slower than the elastic 
wave + Elastic precursor.

- High pressure >> GPa 
Shock wave propagating  at a 
velocity higher than the low 
pressure elastic wave

Melosh, 1989

Melosh, 1989

2.2 Hugoniot equations.
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Shock wave propagation in spherical geometry

Baratoux and Melosh, 2005

Structure of the elastic wave, plastic wave and shock wave
2.2 Hugoniot equations.

Plastic yielding and Hugoniot elastic limit
Hugoniot elastic limit for some minerals and rocks

2.1 Elastic waves and shock wave propagation in solids.
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2.3 Shock wave propagation and thermodynamics of impact

Experimental methods

Measurement of the shock wave 
velocity (U) and of the particle 
velocity (up)

First Hugoniot equation

Second Hugoniot equation

Third Hugoniot equation

2.22.3 Shock wave propagation and thermodynamics of impact

NASA AMES, vertical gun range.
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Shock : A discontinuity in the physical state (It is different 
from a thermodynamic path)

2.3 Shock wave propagation and thermodynamics of impact

After the shock:
- Non – reversible plastic deformation
- Density (or specific volume) change 
- Residual velocity responsible for the excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

2.3 Shock wave propagation and thermodynamics of impact
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3.1 Contact and compression

3.1 Contact and compression

Impact crater formation. Contact and compression stage
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3.1

A first estimation a pressure during the impact event
Plane impact approximation 

=> shock pressure estimation during the contact phase

Melosh, 1989

3.1 Contact and compression

Projectile material (asteroid) = target material (planetary surface)

Velocity continuity

Second Hugoniot equation

Experimental linear relation 
between the shock wave 
velocity and the particle velocity. 

256 GPa

Hugoniot parameter for an anorthosite

A first estimation a pressure during the impact event
Plane impact approximation 

3.1 Contact and compression

Projectile velocity = 10 km/s
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A first estimation a pressure during the impact event
Plane impact approximation 

=> shock pressure estimation during the contact phase

3.1 Contact and compression

However the material of the projectile is often different from the 
material of the planetary surface:

- Comets (water ice) impact on a silicate surface
- Iron-rich meteorites impact on a silicate surface 
- Rocky meteorite impact on an icy surface (Galiliean satellites)

Graphic resolution of the pressure during the 
compression/contact phase.

Plane approximation is used for each material 
with the experimentally obtained Hugoniot 
parameters. 

A first estimation a pressure during the impact event
Plane impact approximation 

=> shock pressure estimation during the contact phase

3.1 Contact and compression
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3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Shock wave attenuation during its 
propagation

Melosh, 1989

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement
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Excavation model. Analytical modeling
jk-Modell 

Impact crater ejecta are a mixture a material excavated from different depths

Kinematic model, approxmation:  = k-model (this model has been validated by both
experimental explosions and numerical simulation of the excavation flow => First order
approximation of the excavation flow, Croft, 1980, Austin, 1980 …)

Strong point of this model => Analytical model easy to manipulate to predict the excavation 
flow and ejecta trajectory

Three working hypothesis:
(1) Incompressible material (correct because the excavation flow occur 

long after the shock front)

(2) Radial velocity is given by "/Rk

(3) Particles follow independent trajectories

k-model, geometrical description
Maxwell, 1973, 1977

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Formation of a curtain of ejecta

Ejecta falling at a given range 
contain a mixture of material 
excavated a different depths. 

Ballistic ejecta emplacement
3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement
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Ballistic ejecta emplacement
3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Meteor crater rim

Euler crater (Moon)
+ Clusters of secondary impact from
Copernic crater !

Secondary craters
3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement
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First effect of the atmosphere 
= Aerodynamic drag of ejecta 
fragments.

- Without the aerodynamic 
drag => Trajectories = 
parabolas
- The aerodynamic drag is 
more efficient for small 
particles

Simulation of ejecta trajectories
for craters of different sizes
under a martian atmosphere
(particles diameter = 0.5 cm), 
Schultz, 1982.

Schultz, 1982

Ejecta emplacement – Interaction with the planetary atmosphere

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Particle sizes transported by impact winds, on 
Earth, Venus for the present conditions and for 
hot conditions.  

Barnouin-Jha, 1996

Ejecta emplacement – Interaction with the planetary atmosphere
3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement
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Adivar Crater (Venus), 27 km.
5 km

Lobate ejecta craters, Mars

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Baratoux et. al, 2005

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement

Fluidized ejecta on mars. Melting of sub-surface ice
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Baratoux et. al, 2005

3.2 Excavation flow and ejecta emplacement
Fluidized ejecta on mars. Melting of sub-surface ice
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3.3 The case of large impact craters and basins
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3.3

Euler, 27 km Copernic, 93 km

Schrodinger, 
320 km

3.3 The case of large impact craters and basins

Simple craters – complex craters

Transition diameter simple crater – complex crater for the 
Moon 

Transition diameter for simple crater –
complex crater for solid planets

3.3 The case of large impact craters and basins
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Stages of formation of a complex crater, Melosh, 1989.

Complex crater with a central peak Complex crater with a central ring

Simple craters – complex craters

3.3 The case of large impact craters and basins

Hydrodynamical model for 
the formation of a complex 
crater

Analog of the formation of 
a central peak or a pink 
ring.  

Simple craters – complex craters

3.3 The case of large impact craters and basins
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3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

On Earth, various geological processes strongly contribute to the 
alteration/erosion and finaly progressively erose of old impact 
structures. 

1) Tectonics 
Crater deformation, buried craters, subduction of craters on oceanic 
floors. 

2) Sedimentation
Buried crater under sedimentary layers

3) Volcanism
Buried craters under volcanic layers/edifices

4) Erosion
Wind erosion, fluvial erosion or glacial erosion

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion, volcanism, tectonism
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3.4

!ocali'ation: !"#$%&'( *+#,$&-
,iameter (initial): ."// 0ilo4eters
2ge: $", 9 " 4illio: ;ears

Manicouagan 

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion

Vredefort 

!ocali'ation $=#//&S( $=#%/&E
,iameter (estimation shock
metamorphism): .%// 0ilo4eters
2ge: $/$% 9 , 4illio: ;ears

The oldest crater on Earth

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion
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Rochechouart

Contact between the fractured 
basement and the breccias in 
the crater floor.

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion

Localization : Hiiuma Island 
Estonia
Diamgter : 4 km
Age : 450 millions years

h Remnants i of the crater in the Island morphology…
Crater mostly eroded and buried under sedimentary layers

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion
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Progressive erase of old craters

Erosion of terrestrial impact craters

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion of impact crater on other planetary surfaces 

On Mars, all geological processes identified on Earth may 
contribute as well to the degradation of impact craters (except 
those related to plate tectonics):

1) Tectonism
Crater deformation, buried crater (no subudction or mountain belt 
formation…)

2) Sedimentation
Buried crater under martian sediments (northern hemisphere –
ghost craters) 

3) Volcanism
Buried craters under volcanic layers and edifices

4) Erosion
Wind erosion, fluvial erosion or glacial erosion as well

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater
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Remplissage des cratgres

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion of impact crater on other planetary surfaces 

Perched craters and eolian deflation of the northern plains of Mars ? 

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater
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Mairesse et. Al, 2005

Perched craters and eolian deflation of the northern plains of Mars ? 

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Strom et al., 1994

- Random distribution of the craters at the Venus surface
- Fresh crater, no-erosion even in the presence of the Venusian atmosphere. 

V^nus

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion of impact crater on other planetary surfaces 
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Less than 1000 impact craters for 
all the Venus surface  !

#Estimated age between 300 et 
700 millions years (impact-rate
model-dependent)

Random distribution of impact 
craters => similar age for all the
surface

Consequences for the dynamics and the thermal 
history of Venus :

Global resurfacing of Venus 500 millions year ago, 
Catastrophic event, unit even, progressive event ?

Random distribution / Venus distribution
This situation is unique in the solar system at the planetary scale

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Erosion of impact crater on other planetary surfaces 

Impact crater erosion on the Moon, asteroids or Mercury
(without atmosphere) ?

Moon, asteroids, Mercury => No winds, no
surface, no water…=> Surface erosion ?

Erosion occurs due to impact cratering itself
(small craters erode big ones !)

Eros surface images (NEAR)

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater
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Tectonic deformation

Thaumasia, Mars (Shaded relief p partir des donn^es 
MOLA/NASA)

Exemple de cratqre d’impact d^form^s par le 
mouvements de failles extensives 
(Thaumasia)

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater

Tectonic deformation

Allemand et. Al, LPSC 2006 

3.3 Post-impact evolution of an impact crater


